Fisk University Virtual Tour

Introduction

The purpose of this application is to share with the user the rich history of Fisk University. This is done through a virtual tour of the Fisk University campus. Users can view maps, images, and history of 25 locations on the campus. They can also get turn-by-turn directions from their current location to any of the 25 locations on campus.
1. Getting Started:

Press Start Tour at the start screen to begin a tour.

2. Make a Selection:

On this screen the user will select which version of the application to use. Two versions of the application are available; the Full Version and the Lite Version. The Full Version uses a network connection to provide content to the user. The Lite Version does not use a network connection and is limited in features.
Full Version

Features

Choose a Location - Explore 25 locations on the Fisk University campus
Learn About This Location - View images and history of locations at Fisk
Street View - Get a 360 degree view of locations at Fisk University
Get Directions - Get turn-by-turn directions to locations at Fisk University
1. **Choose a Location:**

When the **Choose a Location** button is clicked, the user is presented with a list of 25 locations to explore on the Fisk University campus. After a location is selected the user is returned to the previous screen where an interactive map of the selected location is displayed along with the following options:

1. Choose a Location
2. Learn About This Location
3. Street View
4. Get Directions

2. **Learn About This Location:**

When the **Learn About This Location** button is clicked, the user is presented with an image and history of the location previously selected. If no location was previously selected the user is presented with the images and history of Fisk University by default.
3. Street View:

When the Street View button is clicked the user is presented with a 360 degree view of the location previously selected. If no location was previously selected the user is presented with a 360 degree view of Fisk University’s main entrance by default.

*This feature is powered by Google Maps Street View

4. Get Directions:

When the Get Directions button is clicked the user will be given turn-by-turn directions from their current location to the location previously selected. If no location was previously selected the user is given turn-by-turn directions from their current location to Fisk University’s main entrance.

*This feature is powered by Google Maps Navigation
Lite Version

**Features**

**History** - View images and history of Fisk University

**Explore** - Explore 25 locations on the Fisk University campus
1. History of Fisk:

When the History of Fisk button is clicked the user is presented with the history of Fisk University and a slideshow of historical images.

2. Explore:

When the Explore button is clicked, the user is presented with a list of 25 locations to explore on the Fisk University campus. After a location is selected the user is presented with an image and history of the location selected.